
6 Hacks For Designing Emails 
That Convert and Increase ROI 



I am obsessed with how email can grow your 
business and co-founder of email marketing 
agency, Westfield Creative. I am based in 
Chicago (via NYC and Charlotte, NC).

We have been working with clients for the 
last 7 years to help them grow their business 
online through email marketing. We do 
everything from template design, setting up 
automations and email strategy.
 
I’m also the mother of 3 small, crazy kids. 

I’m Emily Ryan.



•

Today I am sharing 6 
email marketing hacks 
that could be a 
game-changer for your 
business.



If I could teach you one 
hack and one hack only…



Simplify your
email campaigns.



EMAIL HACK #1:
Create SIMPLE emails.



Simple is more effective.





Emails can be simple. 
People often overthink emails. The days of long newsletters are over. 
People want short, to the point, simple emails with a clear “call to action.”





EMAIL HACK #2: 
Create a great welcome series 
(before you do anything else.)



Welcome emails have a crazy high 
click rate. 26.9%!



This is huge for your sender 
reputation. 

High click rate tells Gmail “oh people 
like their emails, let’s keep them out 
of spam.” 



Welcome emails make money.



EMAIL HACK #3:
A big headline is important. 
Like real big. Like 60px+.



A few emails I love.



A few emails I love.



EMAIL HACK #4: 
Two fonts MAX. Stick to web-safe 
fonts. No need to get fancy. Arial, 
Helvetica, Georgia…those are 
great for body copy.



Two fonts.



EMAIL HACK #5: 
Read your email out loud to see 
if it sounds conversational and 
casual. If your copy sounds too 
formal, it won’t be easy for your 
subscribers to skim quickly.



EMAIL HACK #6:
Size your images correctly. Use 
TINYPng.com to compress 
images. Or in Canva, save out 
compressed.







BONUS Hack: 
Surprise your Audience with a 
plain-text email or email letter 
from the founder.





Come say hello!

@emilyryanlikes
@emilyryantweets
@emilyryantoks



Find me on Instagram
@emilyryanlikes

Our website:
Westfield-creative.com

We specialize in email marketing design and 
strategy. 


